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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
Each new year appears to bring an increase in each
town official's responsibilities. These common duties
require greater personal judgment and discretion on the
part of each of these officials. A sense of interest to
individuals' obligation are a prime requirement. With the
foregoing in mind the following items of interest are
submitted.
The continued updating of our Tax Map by Allen Plumb
of Marlow, has been of immense help in assessing local
property. We have even located pieces of property which
appeared to be non-existant and are now being taxed
properly.
The use of "Auto Dump Stickers" has been of great
help in restricting the use of the Stoddard Dump to
Stoddard residents and property owners.
During the month of February, the Selectmen met with
the Stoddard Historical Society at the Town Fire Station.
Chairman Robert Rumrill presented the Revolutionary
Bicentennial Flag and the Bicentennial Certificate to the
Society for display in the Stoddard Historical Building.
During the month of April, the Selectmen met. with
the Selectmen of the Town of Washington and discussed
a mutual problem concerning the use of the Washington
Town Dump by Stoddard Property owners. Washington agreed
to permit the Stoddard property owners to get into the
Town of Washington. Inasmuch as about one hundred Stod-
dard property owners are using the Washington Dump, the
Selectmen of Stoddard agreed to pay Washington an annual
sum of $300.00 to accomodate our taxpayers.
The Selectmen appointed a committee under the chair-
manship of Joseph Patnode to report as to the feasibility
of renovating the Old Fire House to be used as a business
center.
William J. Anderson of the Stoddard press has agreed
to process and print this years town report and other
necessary forms relating to town offices.
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THE STATE OE NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT :
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in
the County of Cheshire in said State, qualified to
vote in Town Affai rs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town
Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the Fourteenth
day of March, next at one of the clock in the after-
noon, to act upon Article 1:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twenty-first day
of March at 7:30 of the clock in the afternoon to act
upon Articles 2 through Article 23.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same.
3. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the Highways and Bridges
for the ensuing year.
4. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Snow Removal for the
ensuing year.
5. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the general expenses of
the Highway Department for the ensuing year.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Thirty-Three
Dollars and Eight Cents ($333.08) for T. R. A.
so called.
7. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of
public landings.
8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of the
Fire Department for the ensuing year.
9. To hear report of old Fire House Committee
relative to converting to Town Offices and take any
action relative to this report.
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provision of the State and Local Assistance
Act for use as a set off against the cost of renov-
ation of the old Fire Station in the amount of
Six Thousand Six Hundred Ten Dollars and Eighty-Five
Cents ($6,610.85).
11. To see what sums of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of
the Police Department for the ensuing year.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Thirty-Eight
Dollars ($238.00) in support of the operating costs
of the Cheshire Hospital for the year 1978.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fourteen Dollars
($114.00) for the support of the Monadnock Region
Association.
14. To see what sum o^ money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for street lights for the
ensuing year.
15. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the maintenance of the
Public Library.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
Taxes.
17. To see what sum of money the Town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the Town Dump.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty-Three
Dollars ($163.00) to support the services of the
Community Health Clinic of the Monadnock Family
and Mental Health Service.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Fifty Dollars
($250.00) as its fair share of the operating costs
of the North Cheshire County Home Health Service.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to hire one competent person to update
the Town Tax Map, and to raise the sum' of Five
Hundred Dollars ($500.00) for this purpose.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Thirty-One
Dollars and Eighty-Eight Cents ($231.88) as the
Town's share for the studies and operation of
the Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Planning
Commission.
22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
a building permit prior to construction. Failure
to comply will result in a fine of Twenty-Five
Dollars ($25.00) per day.
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23. To see if the Town will vote to restrain
all dogs within the Town from running at large
at all times to be known as a Leash Law.
By Petition.
Given under our hands and seal, this 23rd day
of February in the year of our Lord nineteen














Less: Currant Land use 191,118.00 $5,672,193.00
Buildings 5,643,430.00
House Trailers (24) 50,480.00
Boats (33) 11,140.00
Recreational Facilities (5) 37,400.00
Well (1) 1,000.00
Electric Facility 155,700.00
Total Valuation on which Tax Rate
is based $11,571,343.00
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STODDARD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue
for the Ensuing Year













Interest & Dividends Tax $ 3300.00
Savings Bank Tax 800.00
Meals & Room Tax 2200.00
Highway Subsidy(Cl . IV& IV) 4400.00
Reim. A/C Bus. Profits Tax 750.00
FROM LOCAL SOURCES:
Dog Licenses 200.00
Bus.Lic.Permits&Fil ing Fees 35.00
M.V. Permit Fees 8000.00
Int. on Taxes & Deposits 400.00
Resident Taxes Retained 2500.00
Normal Yield Taxes Assessed 1500.00




Total Revenues from all Sources



































Adv. & Regional Assocl . 400.00 394.60 350.00
DEBT SERVICE:
Princ.&Long Term Notes&Bondsll200.00 13800.00 11200.00
Int. -Long Term Notes&Bonds 1700.00 1316.52 1200.00
Interest on Temp. Loans * 800.00 559.44 650.00
CAPITOL OUTLAY:
Tax Map Update: 500.00 500.00 500.00
$70130.22 $77643.21 $74753.08
*Items are included in Town Charges & Total $21,800.00
I 15
1977 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS





Election and Registration Exp
Town Hall & Orther Town Bldgs.
Insurance



















Gen. Expense of Hghwy Dept
Town Road Aid





Town Dump & Garbage Disposal
Police Department
Principal on Long Term Notes
Interest on Long Term Notes & Bonds
Street Lighting
Tax Map Update




















Gross Resident Taxes $ 39,105.60
Less Lxemptions 2,275.00
Net Resident Taxes 36,830.60
Non-Resident Taxes 146,017.34
Total Property Tax $182,847.94
Tax Rate
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings ^45 000 00
Furniture and Equipment d'son'on
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 35,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 1,200.00
Police Department, Equipment 5,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 50,000.00
Equipment 53,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 28,000.00
Equipment 14,000.00
Materials and Supplies ,. 300.00
Public Landings(3) 25,000.00
Schools, Lands and Buildings 35,000.00
Equipment 3,000.00
Lots 76-77-93 P2S HLS 4,600.00
Lots 279-280 P6S HLS 3,600.00
Lots 502-503 P7S HLS 3,600.00
Lot 60 PIS HLS 2,500.00
Old Fire Station 15,000.00
TOTAL $328,300.00
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REPORT OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
WINTER
Payrolls:
Donald J. Curry, Wages $4,440.00
John Lightbody Jr., wages 1,172.00
Dennis Clark, wages 216.00
Kenneth Clark, wages 68.00
Roger Wood Jr., wages 24.00
Karen Lightbody, wages 192.00
Total Wages $ 6,112.00
Other Disbursements:
Stanley Sanders, truck hire 280.00




Town of Sullivan, plowing snow 120.00
Stoddard Car&Carriage " " 18.00
Metra Chem. CORP., 1001 Act Vets 517.32 $ 655.32
General Expenses of Hghwy Dept:
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. ,parts&oil 216.23
J.B. Vaillancourt, gasoline 565.79
J.B. Vaillancourt, diesel oil& HTL 270.79
Andorra Forest, cord wood 135.00
Elm City Oil Co., diesel fuel 41.68
Bergevin's Truck & Prts Inc.
parts and repairs 232.86
B. & B. Chain Co., chains 235.00
Metra Chem. Corp. 110.10
Liquid Carbonic Corp., gas tank
rentals 51.00
Public Service Co., of N.H. lights 35.71
Eaton's General Store, gasoline 27.71






Donald J. Curry, wages $4,900.00




Donald J. Curry, sand & Gravel 640.00
Donald J. Curry, culverts 255.00
Fred Davis, truck hire 580.00 1,475.00
Payrolls: $ 6,903.00
Other Disbursements:
Frank W Whitcomb, cold patch
Merrimac Farmer's Inc. Cal . Chi.
N.E. Culverts Corp., culverts
R.N.Johnson, mowing machine
General Expenses of Hghwy Dept.
J.B. Vaillancourt, gasoline
Eaton's General Store, gasoline
Sanel Auto Parts Inc. parts
Elm City Oil, Co. motor oil& fuel
R.C.Hazelton Inc., grader blades
Hillsboro Lumber Co., supplies
Victor Signs, signs




Lake Asphalt Petroleum Co., road sealer
Shedd Hill $ 1,324.15
4,866.85
Highway Dept, Expenses for the month of December 1977
Labor John Lightbody Jr.
REPORT OF TOWN CLERK

REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Dogs Licensed
OWNER M. F. SPAYED PENALTY DATE AM'T
Bruce Kennedy 1
David Vaillancourt 1
Mrs. George Kravarik 2
George Kravarik 1
Ralph Merchant, Sr. 1






























MARLOW AMBULANCE AND RESCUE SQUAD
Annua! Report to the Residents of Marlow
Gil sum and Stoddard
The Marlow Ambulance and Rescue Squad had a ^ery
busy and productive year in 1977. There were 30 more
calls than in 1976. We purchased a 1971 Cadillac ambu-
lance in July to replace our 1964 ambulance at no cost
to the taxpayers of Marlow. The Cost was $5000. There
was a benefit auction in Stoddard during August to help
defray the cost of the replacement ambulance. Many
thanks to the people of Marlow, Stoddard and Gilsum
who helped make the auction a huge success.
A new telephone-type radio was installed in the
patient compartment to provide a direct link between the
examining attendant and the hospital
Two emergency, reflective jackets were purchased to
help identify attendants on a call.
Emergency Medical Technician training was funded
for an attendant. Two new licensed attendants joined,
bringing our total to 7.
On four separate occasions, Keene assisted us twice,
and Antrim assisted us twice on calls.
We look forward to continued support and thank those







REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
(Detailed Statement of Receipts)
From Local Sources
:






Interest & Dividends Tax
















Selectmen: Pistol Permits 18.00
Selectmen: Dynamite Permits 4.00
Indian Head National Bank Loan
Anticipation of Taxes 40,000.00
Burns & Masiello:
Overpayment on Account 51.54
Corrected Endorsement on
Fire Trucks 89.00
Cheshire Oil Co. , Inc:
Credit on Overpayment 188.37
Donald Curry - Truck Hire 60.00
Ashuelot National Bank
Capitol Stock Tax 12.50
Keene Savings Bank-Revenue Sharing
to pay Note 4,849.13
Timber Tax Jeopardy Assessment:
Tri -State Timberland
Total Cash Received
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1977
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1978
Special Tax Account:







Federal Revenue Sharing Fund:






























































SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF
December 31, 1977
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
on account of Levy of 1976
Adams, Jay H. & Lanson, Dexter $ 53.71
Baldwin, Edwin E. * 42.17
Bergeron, Leo J. & Lillian Z. 134.40
Boudrieau, Peter & Hazel 9.97
Campbell, Earl 64.00
Clifford, Mary 10.05
Densmore, Charles & Nora 19.20
Duffy, Jeffrey & Debbie 21.45
Miner, Darryl 59.13
Houret, Eulis & Stella 76.80
Sal as, Heriberto & Tomana 32.00
$492.88
Unredeemed Taxes from Tax Sales
on account of Levy of 1975
Bender, Alice & D. Wood 37.93
Bergeron, Leo J. & Lillian Z. 132.93
Blomberg, Raoul Bruce 9.97
Campbell, Earl 67.61
Clifford, Mary 17.13
Densmore, Charles R. & Nora M 26.07
Miller, William J. & Joyce G. 185.69
Miner, Darryl 52.77
Mouret, Eulis & Stella 79.47
Sal as, Heriberto & Tomana 37.93
Tuepher, Mitchell R. &Barbara J. 96.77
Vezina, Roger L. & Marie 67.61
$811.88
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PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY of 1976
-DR-







Resident Taxes 70.00 134.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes 580.54




Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:




Interest Collected During Yr. 580.54
Penalties on Resident Taxes 23.00
$24,840.56
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 296.00





PROPERTY, RESIDENT ANO YIELD TAXES
LEVY of 1977
-DR.-
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $182,847.98
Resident Taxes 2,570.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 62.80
Total Warrants
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS
PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YEILD TAXES
LEVY of 1975
-DR-
Uncollected Taxes- as of January 1, 1977:
Resident Taxes 20.00




Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1977:
Resident Taxes 20.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes 2.00
Total Credits $22.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31,1977
-DR-
























Dec. 31, 1977 492.88 413.91
Total Credits $807777 811.88
~
36
(a) "Balance of Unredeemed Taxes - January 1, 1977:"
should include balances of Unredeemed Taxes, as
of beginning of fiscal year*- January 1, 1977
from Tax Sales of Previous Years.
(b) "Taxes Sold to Town During Current Fiscal Year:"
Tax Sales held during fiscal year ending December
31, 1977, should include total amount of taxes
and costs to date of sale.
NOTE: TOTAL DEBITS AND TOTAL CREDITS SHOULD AGREE.
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Balance Sheets
December 31, 1977 and 1976
ASSETS
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Statements of Changes in Unexpended Income
For the Year Ended December 31, 1977
Balance In- Ex- Balance
12-31 come penses 12-31-7 7
Common Fund
Minnie Morse Albee Fund
Charles L Peirce Fund
John & Leona Duffy
Nellie J. Stewart Fund
Lane Lot Fund
3,312
REPORT OF TOWN AUDIT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31,1977
(June 30, 1978)
Revenue Sharing Fund








Total Capital Expenditures 4,849.13
Available Cash - Dec. 31, 1977 $6,610.85
Available Unobligated Funds-
December 31, 1977 $6,610.85
We have examined the accounts and records of the
Revenue Sharing Fund of the Town of Stoddard, N.H.




We hereby certify that we have examined the books of
the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer
and the Road Agent of the Town of Stoddard, N.H. for
the year ending December 31, 1977 and find them corr-








Town Hall/ Winter 1977-78
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REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Regular library hours for 1977 were held Thursday
mornings from 9:30 - 11:30 A.M. and Thursday evenings
from 7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
There were 565 volumes added to the library coll-
ection this year. These additions brought the total
collections to over 4000 volumes for the first time.
We would like to thank all those people who made
donations to the library this year, including the Mrs.
Michael Hayes, Mrs. Pheroba Wilson, Mrs. Benjamin Bodell,
Mrs. Joseph Patnode, Mrs. Gertrude Thomas, Mrs. James Fogg
Miss Judy Hope, Miss Ruth Cutter, Mr. Chester Buillow,
Mrs. Helen Hahn, Mrs. Emile Vaillancourt, Mrs. Susan Bach,
Mrs I^ry Conklin, • Mrs. Eunice Fiske, Mr. Balcomb Godspeed,
Mr. J. A. Vitale and Mrs. Myrna Kimball.
The trustees again attended the annual booksale
in Sullivan. Proceeds were used to purchase books.
We would like to see more interest in the library
by the town residents this year. Please visit us.
Alan Rumri 11 /Librarian
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1976
Bank Deposits $161.36
Cash in hands of Librarian 2.88 $164.24
Receipts:
Interest on Nelson Fund 56.50
Fines on overdue books 1.25 57.75
$221.99
Expenses:
Supplies and stamps 2.54 $219.45
Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1977
Bank Deposits $217.86







The normal mission of the local Civil Defense
Organization is to save lives and prevent injury to
residents of Stoddard. In order to implement this
task, if necessary, we have started to prepare by organ-




Assis. Civil Def. Director Rolph Jacobs
Selectman Robert Rumrill
Selectman Emile Vaillancourt
Fire Deptartment Wallace R. Weaver
First Aid Rick Canfield
Engineering Service Don Curry
Civil Def. Director Earle F. Wesson
The following individuals are qualified to render




Don Fleming R.C. First Aid &
N.H.H.A. C.P.R.
Henry Bingham R. C. First Aid &
N.H.H.A. C.P.R.
In the event of a nuclear attack on the United
States there would be many survivors. In order to aid
and enhance our continued survival, the Civil Defense
Agency must have a system for implementing protective
measures. With the foregoing in mind Radiological
Monitoring classes were held at the Stoddard Fire Sta-
tion on 23 June, 30 June and 7 July 1977 under the
direction of Dave Heyden of the State Civil Defense
Organization. The following passed examinations and
















The Town has three Radiological Defense Operation
sets which are located at each of the following Places:
Fire Dept. Police Dept. Local Civil Def.Dir,
The following items have been acquired for the
Town of Stoddard, through Civil Defense, as indicated
below for the year ending 31 Dec. 1977.
ITEM
HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Bicentennial celebration of 1976 came to an
official end when the Selectmen presented the ARBC
Flag to the Historical Society. Since it can no
longer be flown from the flagstaff, it will be placed
on display in the Society's Building.
After a few unforeseen problems were resolved,
the time capsule was actually and truly sealed in the
new fire house! This later date was necessary as we
all waited for temperatures to moderate to enable a
proper set for the mortar. We might suspect that folks
in 2076 will face the same problems with capricious
weather.
Old Home Days began with modest plans but was
soon expanded to a three day celebration. It was
another successful commemoration of our founding.
Plans are already in the making for next year's obser-
vance.
The Mormon Church in Keene has helped us preserve
our town's contribution to recorded history with the
microfilming of Stoddard's town records, books two
through four.
One of our members, Ralph Newell, reported on
his experiences as a participant in August at the
Charles town Fort #4 Encampment commemorating the 200th
Anniversary of the Battle of Bennington. Over 1300
people were present representing over one hundred
towns that had sent men to battle.
Among those who visit our Society's Building
have been Professor Richard Scaromelli and students
of his from Keene State College. While many people
seek to satisfy a general curiosity of our past, this
group from Keene has had some definite goals in mind.
At the meeting in November, Professor Scaramelli
presented a program entitled, "Cellar Holes Along the
Monadnock-Sunapee Trail." The Talk focused on his and
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various students' work researching the history related
to the Trail's Location in Stoddard.
Another reminder that these meetings are open
to everyone. Although we are sure you will want to
join us, it isn't mandatory. Our programs are var-
ied and will pique your interest in the past and
keep you coming back. Our meetings are held the





In the Town of Stoddard in 1977, we had over 200
calls that required police action. Nearly all categor-
ies of crime are on the increase, and in Stoddard, they
were familiar catagories — Motor vehicle accidents
and burglary. Many of our cases were solved through
the alertness of our citizens in reporting unusual or
suspicious circumstances.
In addition, we had several instances wherein local
CB'ers have heard and relayed problems to us. This is
good. We need a partnership between citizens and police
Stoddard's Civil Defense held a Radiological
Defense School this past year which I attended. The
Police Department was allocated a complete radiological
defense detection set which will be available for any
emergency.
Crime is everyone's business, and we look forward
to even greater cooperation this year.
The following is a record of the Police calls by
category during 1977:
Motor Vehicle Accidents 15
Juvenile Cases 3
Indecent Exposure 1
Suspicious Vehicles or Persons 13
Trespass 7
Wanted Persons 5
























THE STODDARD FIRE DEPARTMENT
We wish to thank both residents and non-residents
for their support in the past year. We also wish to
thank the Ladies Auxiliary for their help in our many
projects such as our very successful Chicken Barbeque.
A special thanks to all who supported the auction
for the Marlow Ambulance, which with help of area towns
has purchased a newer model ambulance. With the assis-
tance of the ambulance, which is free to you as residents
of Stoddard, the Stoddard Rescue Squad made five runs.
We recently acquired an Army surplus 2h ton cargo
truck which will be converted into a 1500 gallon tanker
in the next year. This will replace the one that we have
now.
The fire department made fifteen runs this past
year which were as follows: four covers, three dump fires,
two brush fires, three smoke investigations, two automatic
responses to area towns, and one gas wash.
Just to remind everyone that the fire station is
open every Sunday for anyone to come in and look at the
equipment. We also clean chimneys and pump out wells
and cellars at anytime for no charge.
Respectfully submitted
Rick Canfield, Chief
Wallace H Weaver, Deputy
Donald Fleming, Captain
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REPORT OF STODDARD DOG OFFICER
Feb. 25, 1977
Complaint made two horses at the Shin Bone shack
without food, without shelter, eating bark off tree.
Investigated & found to be true. Called Humane Society.
Went there on Feb. 26 with Humane Society who transport-
ed horses to Humane shelter.
2 trips 28 miles (a $.15 = 4.20
4 hrs. 12.00
Feb. 27, 1977
Complaint of a dog roaming on Anderson Rd. and
123. Returned same to owner, Mr. Bergeron.
1 hr. 3.00
March 10, 1977
Complaint of dog knocking over garbage pails on
Shedd Hill Road. Ordered owner to keep on leash.
1 hr. 3.00
May 30, 1977
Complaint made that the Capens had not buried dead
puppies. Ordered them buried. Other dogs were not
being fed. Ordered them fed.
1 hr. 3.00
May 31, 1977
Complaint made that Ray Blaisdell Jr's dog was






Called by Mrs. Bernier that 2 dogs were starving
near Shin Bone Shack. Order owner to get rid of dogs.
He turned them over to the Humane Society.
2 trips 28 miles (a $.15 4.20
3 hrs. 9.00
July 7, 1977
Called by Mrs. Weaver that someone had dropped





Complaint made by Mr. Mathews that a sheepdog
was injured. No tag. Transported to Humane Society.
2 hrs. 6.00
An -1 6.0040 miles
Nov. 24, 1977





Complaint by Mr. Lightbody that 2 dogs were killing
his chickens. Investigated to satisfaction of both parties
1 hr. 3.00
June 9, 1977
Called by Mrs. Jacobs that a dog was injured at




Complaint made by Mr. Sager that dog owned by Mrs













For the Fiscal Year Ended
December 31, 1977
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information con-
tained in this report was taken from official










In hands of treasurer $69,652^.00
Total $69,652.00
Accounts Due to the Town:






Levy of 1977, Including
Resident Taxes $41,679.48
Levy of 1976 24,-429.02
Levy of 1975 20.00
Total $ 66,128.50
TOTAL ASSETS $135,890.50
Current Surplus, December 31, 1976 81,276.44
Current Surplus, December 31, 1977 55,410.65
Decrease of Surplus - Change in
financial condition $ 25,865.79
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town
Unexpended Revenue Sharing funds
6,610.85
Due to State: 2% Bond & Debt
73,869.00






From Local Taxes: Col I'd &
Remit 'd to Treasurer
Property Taxes-Current Yr.l977 $141,398.56
Resident Taxes-Current Yr.l977 2,620.00
National Bank Stock Taxes
Current Year 1977 62.80
Yield Taxes-Current Year 1977 1,107.28
Total Current Year's Taxes
Collected and Remitted: $145,188.64
Property Taxes & Yield Taxes Prev. years 24,027.02
Resident Taxes-Previous years 230.00
Interest rec'd on delinquent Taxes 580.54
Penalties-Resident Taxes 44.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 12.82
From State:
For Town Road Aid 2 549.59
Highway Subsidy 4,327.62
Interest and Dividends Tax 4,193.23
Savings Bank Tax 1,100.18
Reimbursement a-c State & Fed. Forest Lands 2.40
Meals & Rooms Tax 2,297.61
Reimbursement a-c Business Profits Tax 820.64
All Other Receipts from State Bounties 16.00
Warden Training 31.80
From Local Sources, Except Taxes
Dog Licenses & Penalties 261.60
Bus, licenses permits and filing fees 30.00
Rent of Town property 225.00
Motor Vehicle permits 10,275.50
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS $196,213.69
56
Total receipts brought forward $196,213.69




Yield Tax Sec. Deposits 1,282.00
Grants from USA
Revenue Sharing 4,679.13
Interest on Investments of
Revenue Sharing Funds 170.00
Tax Sale Cost 159.30
Capital Tax Fund 12.50
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE 46,661.84
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 242,875.53





Town Officer's salaries $6188.64
Town officers' expenses 5959.54
Election & Regis, expense 316.00
Expenses Town hall & other
town buildings 1473.32









Health Dept. inclng Hospitals
and ambulances 608.60















Old Age Assistance 1068.25
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day, Veteran's Assoc,




Damages & Legal Expenses 240. Ou
Advertising & Regional Assoc 142.77
Taxes bought by town 871.98
All other current Mtnc Exp.
Bounty 5.00
Yeild Tax Top Asses.
839.10 844.10
TOTAL CURRENT MAINTENANCE EXPENSE $63,326.10
Debt Service:
Interest on Debt:
Paid on tax anticipation notes 559.44
Paid on long term notes 1316.52
TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS 1,875.96
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Princeipal of Debt:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes 40,000.00
Payments on long term notes 1 3,800.00
TOTAL PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS $ 53,800.00
Capital Outlay:
Highway & Bridges-Town Constr. 1,324.15
Tax Maps 500.00
TOTAL OUTLAY PAYMENTS $ 1,824.15
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Payments to State a-c2% Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes 609.67
Taxes Paid to County 36,400.29
Boat Inventory 39.75
Payments to School Districts - Tax
1976 - 73,993.00
1977 - 23,500.00 97,493.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DIVISIONS: $134,542.71
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 255,369.24
Cash on hand December 31, 1977 57,158.79
GRAND TOTAL $312,527.53
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
as of December 31, 1977
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Fire Truck Note $ 8400.00
Fire House Note 15000.00
Total Long Term Notes Outstanding $23,400.00




Outstanding long Term Debt
December 31, 1976 $37,200.00
Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year:
Long Term Notes Paid 13,800.00
Total 13,800.00
Outstanding Long Term Debt
December 31, 1977 $23,400.00
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Town officer's Salaries:
A. Virginia Harmon, Auditor 90.00
Florence. W. LaFargue, Auditor 90.00
Leo J. Wallace, Moderator 75.00
Robert C. Rumrill, selectman-chrmn 900.00
Earle F. Wesson, Selectman-clerk 950.00
Emile J. Vaillancourt, selectman 800.00
Mary M. Lane, town clerk 300.00
Mary M. Lane, town treasurer 300.00
Joan Read, deputy town clerk 112.50
Charles Eaton, constable 60.00
Helen B. McClure, collector 2,511.14
Town Officer's Expenses:
N.H. hunicipal Assoc, dues & exp. 247.00
Brown & Saltmarsh,Inc. supplies 403.54
Eveyln Hubal , Reg. of Deeds
transfers & notices 126.11
Mary Lou Eaton, postage 486.45
Homestead Press, supplies 43.32
City of Keene, flood map, copying 11.50




N.H. City&Town Clerks Assoc, dues 20.00
Keene Publishing Corp., notices 50.23
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags & notices 18.58
Sentinel Printing Co., Town reports 784.00
N.H. Tax Collectors Assoc, dues 10.00
Creative"101 "Marking System
dump stickers 127.75
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg
auditing trustees funds reds 525.00
N. E. Telephone, office phone 294.20
Mary M. Lane, attending Swanzey Tax
Meeting, annual Town & City clerks
convention & workshops 189.90
Helen B. McClure, attending Swanzey




Fotobeam, Inc., microfilm Tax Map 22.62
Barrett & Neal Typewriter Co. repairs 28.50
N.H. Assoc, of Assessors, regis-
tration & meeting 60.00
Braham Auto Reference Book, ref. book 14.50
Alan Kendalls Office Supplies, supplies 10.26
Joan Read, attending Town Clerks meeting 7.00
Candlelight Press, letter heads 16.40
Andrew P. Smith, dog officer expenses 100.50
Lena Vaillancourt, supplies 7.58
Knud E Kelby, tuning piano 30.00
Mary M. Lane, issuing auto permits &
dispensing dump stickers 580.00
Robert C. Rumrill, attending assessing
& tax meetings, hearings & appeals 339.70
Earle F. Wesson, attending assessing
& tax meetings, appeals, hearings,
mileage & supplies 372.10
Emile J. Vaillancourt, attending asses-
sing & tax meetings, appeals, hearings
& supplies 285.00
Helen B. McClure, typing records &
clerical work & tax sale expense 399.78
$5,959.54
Election and Registration Expenses:
Frances Rumrill, ballot clerk 20.00
Lena Vaillancourt, ballot clerk 20.00
Shirley Anderson, ballot clerk 20.00
Sentinel Printing Co., Check Lists 64.25
Joseph Sarcione, supervisor duties 40.50
Louise Blaisdell, supervisor duties 43.50
Daniel Eaton, supervisor duties 37.50
Candlelight Press, ballots 64.00
Evans Printing Co., voter regis, cards 6.25
"$ 316.00
Town Hall and Other Town Buildings:
Public Service Co. of N. H. lights 195.04
United Co-op. Farmers Inc., supplies 15.00
Alan Rumrill, lawn work 62.50
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Michael Hayes, rubbish removal 16.00
Emile's, refrigerator 20.00
Frances Rumrill, cleaning town hall 27.60
Lena Vaillancourt, cleaning town hall 13.50





Whalen Engineering Co., equipment 72.00
Mewshire Farms Inc., supplies 42.39
R & R Communications, parts & repairs 296.39
Richard A. Shelburne Inc., flares 26.70
Eaton's General Store, gas & supplies 69.65
Keene Industrial Paper Co. Inc. ,Flashlgt 5.35
National Sheriffs Association, dues 10.00
Mack's Mens Shop, pants 31.54
Michael Eaton, police duties 124.00
Earl Rockwell ,pol ice duties 165.25
Kenneth Balch, special police officer 24.00
Hal^ Brown, police duties 8.00
Daniel Eaton, police duties 138.90
Charles Eaton, police duties 340.00
Fire Department:
Elm City Oil Co. Inc. heating oil &
diesel fuel 1,193.50
Fire Mutual Aid System, Bal . of 1976
telephone listings 4.00
Cheshire Oil Co. , oil 4.48
N. H. Fire & Safety Equipment, supplies 50.60
David G. Adams Fire Equipment Co., parts 69.20
S. & J. Auto Parts Inc., parts 329.30
R. & R. Communications Inc., repairs 362.26
Cheshire Oil Co., gas for stove 4.48
Marlow Supply Inc., parts 168.30
Eaton's General Store, gas & supplies 125.21
Mike Eaton, fire extinguisher 5.55
Bergevin's Truck Sales Inc.,
Parts & repairs 166.98
Wallace R. Weaver, care of fire station 661.00
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$1,356.12
Liquid Carbonic Corp., oxygen &
acetylene $ 25.30
Joseph Sarcione, repairs 45.63
Emile Vaillancourt, wardens meeting 64.58
Share Corp., supplies 86.80
Keene Electric & Plumbing, supplies 38.45
Blaisdell's (Sager's) Store, gasoline 170.72
Harrisville-Chesham Fire Department
1955 Ford Truck 50.00
Perkins Lumber Co., lumber & supplies 127.45
Town of Washington, Stoddard fire- 178 64
Washington
15 00
Robert Perkins Trucking, gravel
Emile Vaillancourt, brush fire on
Nelson - Stoddard line 36.60
HEW Communications, repairs 160.15
Treasurer State of N.H., fire axes 32.40
S.v'.N.H. District Mutual Aid System
telephone listings & dues 29.00





Burns&Masiello Inc. Co. 1977 coverage 1,895.35
Burns&Masiello Inc. Co. auto coverage 1,588.00
National Sheriff's Assoc, police ins. 195.00
Burns & Masiello Ins. Co.
town officers bonds 439.50
Burns & Masiello Inc. Co.
Army truck insurance 189.00
$4,306.85
Civil Defense:
Robert Rumrill, expenses transfer-
ring truck 200.00
Eaton's Store, gasoline 10.63




Stoddard Planning Board T977 Appropriation $200.00
Health Department, including Hospitals:
Cheshire Hospital 1977 appropriation 238.00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health
Service 1977 appropriation 163.00
North Cheshire County Home Health
Service, 1977 appropriation 207.60
$608.60
Town Dump:
Myron Jefts, care of dump 18.00
Thurston V. Williams 1977 rent 1,000.00
Treasurer, St. of N.H. license 25.00
Town of Washington, use of dump 300.00
John Duffy, care of dump 2,253,79
Victor Signs, signs 36.00
Donald J. Curry, pushing over &
covering Dump, April - Nov. 1,678.00
Keene Publishing Corp., dump hr. noti ces 14.00
$5,324.79
Street Lights:
Public Service Co., of N. H. 1,012.14
Town Road Maintenance:
Summer, see Highway Dept, Report 13,096.11
Winter, see Highway Dept Report 9,598.32
$22,694.43
Town Road Aid:
Treasurer of State of N. H. 1977 TRA 335.22
Payments to School Districts:
Stoddard School Dist. 1976 appropr. 73,993.00
Stoddard School Dist. 1977 appropr. 23,500.00
$97,493.00
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Report of Highway Department
Dec. 1, 1977 - Dec. 31, 1977
John L. Lightbody, Jr., wages $1,260.00
Wayne Mil dice, wages 240.00
Metra Chemical Co., 111.00
$1,611.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept.
John Lightbody, repairs & parts
J. B. Vaillancourt gasoline
Sanel Auto Parts, ^arts
Liquid Carbonic Corp., gas tank rentals
Public Service Co., Lights
173,







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the School District of
Stoddard qualified to vote in District affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said District on the sixteenth day of March 1978
at seven thirty o'clock in the evening to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the
following school district officials.
a. Moderator for the ensuing year.
b. Clerk for the ensuing year.
c. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
d. A member of the school Board for the
ensuing three years.
e. Auditor for the ensuing year.
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and fix compensation for any
other officers or agents of the district.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, and
Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
4. To choose agents and committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this warrant.
5. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries for school dis-
trict officials and agents and for the payment of
statuary obligations of the district.
6. To see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200.00 as a contingency fund
or take any other action relative thereto.
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7. To see if the district will vote to authori-
ize the School Board to make application for and
to accept on behalf of the district any and all grants
or other funds for educational purposes which may now
or hereafter be forthcoming from the US Government or
from the State of New Hampshire for the school year
1978-79 and to appropriate any funds received from
said grants to the payment of obligations of the Dis-
trict for which said funds constitute reimbursemnt,
or take any other action in relation thereto.
8. To adopt the provisions of RSA 31:105, and
thereby idemnify and save harmless district employ-
ees or agents for claims arising out of their employ-
ment with the District.
9. School Lunch - to see if the District will
vote to establish a school lunch program as legisla-
ted under RSA: 11a and to raise and appropriate the
sume of $3000.00 to defray the costs of implementing,
equipping, and operating the program for the
1978-79 school year.
10. To see if the district will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of five thousant dollars to
be added to the previously established Capital
Reserve Fund for building purposes.
11. To see if the district would vote to activate
a school facility building study committee which would
give a formal report with recommendations at the 1979
School District Meeting.
12. To see what sum of money the District will
vote to raise and appropriate for repair of the school
house roof, or any other action in relation thereto.
13. To transact any other business that may leg-
ally come before said meeting .
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Given under our hands at said Stoddard this 23rd
day of February 1978.
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SALARIES OF SUPERINTENDENT AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 24
1977-1978
State Share
















Cash on hand July 1, 1976 $ 1,223.89
Received from Selectmen $100,993.00
Revenue from State Sources 1,943.74
Received from all other Sources 165.82
TOTAL RECEIPTS $103,102.56
Total am't available for Fiscal Year 104,326.45
Less School Board Orders Paid 94,834.71
Balance on Hand June 30, 1977 $ 9,491.74
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
Tnis is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records
of the treasurer of the school district of Stoddard
of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1977 and find them correct in all
respects.
SCHOOL BOARDS CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained
in this report was taken from official records and
is complete and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with
Section 24 of Chapter 71 of the Revised Statutes













PROPOSED 1978-79 SUPERVISORY UNION BUDGET
Total Expenditures $257,776.00
Less Estimated Receipts 60,698.00








STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET 1978-79
APPROPRIATIONS
1400 Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State























































Our membership this year has been very good. We
have 20 Members, of which are active members. A lot
of parents are participating this year. Many new and
good ideas have been presented.
Programs this year have included a talk with
Mr. Allen from Cheshire County YMCA about programs
for Stoddard children including summer recreation;
a yery successful Cake Sale at which maps were dis-
tributed, that were made by the school children
and indicate where each child, grades 1-6, lives.
PTA has sponsored basketball at the Town Hall for all
boys ages 10-18, coached by Bill Anderson and assis-
ted by Mike Hayes, Sr. A PTA Scrapbook has been
started which will be displayed at Cheshire Fair. A
Baby-sitting service has been organized. This serv-
ice is available for anyone who is in need of a baby
sitter. Names and Telephone numbers of boys and girls
interested in sitting are available through the PTA.
PTA also sponsored the Christmas Party for all
children in SToddard, through grade 6. Two gifts,
one an article of clothing, the other a toy, were
presented each child. Candy was also distributed
to each child.
Mr. Dudley Laughlin was hired to play his
fiddle and demonstrate and teach contra dancing to
the school children
A Monthly Program Committee has been set up.
This includes mothers taking turns each month to
carry out various duties discussed and help out
wherever needed.
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"Campbell Soup Labels" for the program "Labels
for Education" are being collected. Boxes for these
labels are available at different locations in town.
These labels will be used next year for a needed
piece of equipment for the school.
An ice skating party and bonfire were held
during Christmas vacation at Island Pond for
anyone interested.
Early in April, the Stoddard school children
will appear on the "Uncle Gus Show" on Channel 9
in Manchester. In February, a Penny Social was held.
Our biggest event was starting the "Stoddard
Gazette", which is a town newspaper sponsored by the
Stoddard PTA. It will be published every 6 weeks
until summer, when it will appear monthly.
For future meetings, we will be having a speaker
and film on DWI; a Pot luck supper called "Dime-A-Dip'
at which time we will honor Lifetime Memberships of
PTA. Plans are in the making to have a speaker on
the energy program and a lawyer to speak with us on
wills.
Hopefull, we will keep increasing our member-
ship. Our main goal is to have interesting programs
and speakers which everyone will enjoy. We would
like to welcome anyone interested in joining. You
do not have to be a parent to join. We need YOU ^
AND YOUR SUPPORTl!!!! !!
/ President - Carol Clark
Vice-President -Donna Hamilton
Sec/ Treasurer- Frances Rumrill
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NURSE'S REPORT
Good health is essential for everyone and a
necessity for the student if he or she is to parti-
cipate in a healthy and productive life. Student
health appraisal is done annually by weighing, meas-
uring, vision and auditory screening. Each students
height and weight is recorded on an individual
height-weight grid wich can present a rapid scan of
the pupils growth pattern and nutritional assessment.
The students cumulative health record contains a
record of every screening test done.
For the second year all first grade entrants
completed the pre-regi strati on innumization require-
ments. Pre- registration medical forms are given
to each entrant in June for completion by September.
Health education curricula covered the areas of
growth and development, nutrition, safety, drugs,
tobacco, alcohol, and dental care. Hopefully, these
programs made a positive contribution toward the im-
provement in developing attitudes and behavior which
will provide sound personal health in our students.
Respectfully submitted,
Gail Johnson R. N.
School Nurse
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Courtesy of Dawn Matthews.
Learning Contra-Dancing!
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REPORT OF STODDARD SCHOOL
Since many townspeople in Stoddard do not often
have an opportunity to visit the school during school
hours, it was suggested that we begin a tradition of
a school report to let you know what is happening at
Stoddard. So, here it is!
Stoddard School- is a one-room school, housing
29 students in grades 1-6. It has one teacher and
one full-time, paraprofessional aide, Mrs. Lucy Hill,
to instruct the children in approximately 48 subjects
daily, or an average of 8 subject per grade. This
instruction has a strong basics approach, and includes
the following materials: Reading (a text, workbook, and
writing pad); Spelling (based on a child's reading
ability and group); Phonics ( a workbook and game set);
English (a text and/or workbook, depending on grade
level); Social Studies (a text, workbook, and Map
Skills workbook); Science (a text and some laboratory
materials); and Health ( a text which demands written
questions, student diagrams, discussion, and personal
observation). These subjects are enhanced by a
Measure Metrics program for grades 1-6 (available on
educational television), a word attack program (also
on Ed. TV), Metrics booklets and experiments, and
booklets that teach students in grades 3-6 how to read
graphs and tables.
P^ople that have helped make this year a success-
ful one are Dale Pyer (our music teacher who teaches
songs, rhythms, dance, music theory, and recorders),
Leigh Fosberry (who has been teaching as a gym volunteer
every Friday this winter and as a classroom volunteer
two hours every Thursday), Mary Conklin (our volunteer
gym teacher every fall), the P.T.A. (who have sponsor-
ed many programs for us, including the special musical
one with Dudley Laufman in Jan.), Dawn Matthews (photo-
grapher at the Laufman presentation), and the many
parents and other folks who have volunteered to drive
or chaperone us. School nurse Gail Johnson has also
presented many worthwhile programs throughout the year.
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If you feel you would like to try out as a
school volunteer, or would just like to see us "in
action", please give us a cal at 446-3348. Hope to





To the Citizens of the Stoddard
School District
This year the Superintendent and the Board estab-
lished goals for both the Superintendent's office and
the board to accomplish over the school year. The
Superintendent's office has already taken steps to ad-
just its administrative procedures and capabilities
to best facilitate the accomplishment of these goals
and is planning to report its record of successes
and failures in next year's message. It is expected
that goal -setting will be a regular part of the Super-
intendent's annual plan in the years to come as will
an annual report on the goals set.
This years goals are as follows:
Superintendent's Office
1 . TOP PRIORITY GOALS
1. To ensure that all district's administrative
priority goals are worked toward in a consis-
tent and effective manner.
2. To ensure that a system of Principal evaluation
is developed and implemented.
3. To develop an operational administrative manual
and to see that its provisions are carried out.
4. To develop and implement an effective needs
assessment for each district and the Union.
5. To develop and implement standardized budgetary
procedures and present each Board with a
Superintendent budget proposal.
6. To ensure that each Board and all administra-
tors receive complete up-to-date and accurate
financial reconciliations.
7. To investigate and report to the Boards on the
feasibility of programmed budgeting procedures.
8. To provide each Board with complete agendas,
including necessary supportative information.
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9. To develop job descriptions for all Su #24
Office staff and to work toward the develop-
ment of written procedures for all major staff
tasks.
10. To ensure that a useable and complete filing
system is developed in the SU #24 office.
11. To promote a SU #24 effort at adult education
and greater Community-School involvement.
12. To ensure that an increased effort is made at
effective Public Relations.
13. To encourage cooperative projects between
districts and cooperative communication.
STODDARD SCHOOL
l.TOP PRIORITY GOALS
1. To initiate those steps necessary for Stoddard's
successful acceptance into Supervisory Union
#29.
2. To develop and implement a new physical educa-
tion curriculum.
3. Provide more supervision of staff; differenti-
ating between superior - acceptable and unac-
ceptable performance and providing staff devel-
opment activities based on teached needs and
school board goals.
The Superintendent's Office is currently making a
major effort to get the community more involved and
interested in school affairs. Two major aspects of this
effort are a greater degree of reporting of school
activities in local newspapers and the establishment
of a Community Education Program. Procurement of
CETA funds by the Superintendent's office has helfied
greatly in regard of both of these. Another part of
this effort is a Needs Assessment Program, which is
providing every citizen an opportunity to voice his
or her opinion on what Stoddard needs in regard to
educational programs and facilities.
One Thing the Superintendent would like every
citizen to be aware of is the increasing need for more
educational space. Stoddard is growing and with it, its
population of school-age children. People should ex-
pect, therefore, that in the not-to-distant-future,
they may be asked to consider alternative means of
































Adams, Jay H. & Lamson,
Dexter
Aldrich, Lawton









'Beaudin, Wilfred & Helen
Beaudin, Helen
Bernard, Francis A. &
Eleanor
Bernard, Eleanor
Bernier, Gerard & Suzanne
Bernier, Suzanne








Blaisdell , Louise T.




Bourn, Frances R. &
Reginald L.
Brett, Nicholas W. &
Nancy 0.
Brett, Nancy 0.
Brown, Derek & Elizabeth
Brown, Elizabeth




Bugbee, Leon R. &
Mastrianni , Dominic
Bull , Melvin L. & Avis
Nye Place & Bldg. $27000






Lot 3, Back Land
Lot 5, 70' HL
Doe Land & Bldgs.
65' G.L. Lot 17 &
cottage, Covewood
1/3 O'Neil Land &
Home, (New Moon)


















75' G.L., House & Gar. 22050
Veteran
Home Place & Garage 27780
Store ( Well & Septic) 9200
Home Place & Barn 21000
Veteran
100 'HL & Cottage 10800
Lot 5. Dev. J. & 5800
Camp, I. P.
Morse Place 38180
Webster Home Place 18320
Veteran
Densmore House, Ld 11060
& 2 Sheds
Lot 8 Carr Ld. Home 12600
PI. , & Garage
Veteran
380' IP, & Home PI. 24600
73' on I. P. 1800

























Burt, Allen C. & Ruth B.









Carlisle, Arnold H &
Pauline G.
Carlisle, Dale A. &
Carol J.
Carlisle, Carol J.








Clark, Dorothy, L. &
James
Clark, Lewis, A. & Jean B.
Clark, Jean B.








Davis, John R. &
Elinor H.
Davis, Elinor H.

















Eaton, Charles C. &
Mary Lou
Home Place $12300
200'H.L. & Camp 12600
Lots 44,45 PLS & Camp 10800
100' H.L. HLS
Home Place & Barn 8500
Home Place 13400
Carey Ld & House 25400
75' H.L. Anderson 7400
Ld. & Camp
Trailer 4800
Lots 2,8, Dev. L.& 21880
Cott. 80' IP
Home Place & Garage 21200




Upton Land & Bldgs. 17030
Lot 7 Dev. D. 235 IP 8460
110' HL & Cottage 9000
75' IP & Cottage 8700
Holmes Land & Camp 4000
Home Place 6800
Lot 3, Cott. GL 12900
Back Lot, Covewood
Lot 21, Murdough Dev. 1800
IP
Lots 238, 239,240,248 18500
& Cott. H.L.
Lot 1 , Norwood Ld. 4000
Home Place
House Trailer 780
Bldg, Juniper Hill Rd. 1300
Lot 8, & part Lot 9, & 6800
Camp Murdough Dev. IP
Store & Home 220' HL 25920
Shedd Ld. W. of Rd. 900
Lot W. Side of H.L. 2000





































NAME Description & Value
























Fogg, James S. & Georgia L.
Fogg, Georgia L.
Fowler, Vernon & Paulette
Fowler, Paulette
Fuller, Wayne, & Carrie
Fuller, Carrie









Goodspeed, Lillian &. Heirs












Trask Land & Cottage 11000
Back Lot
150'HL, Cott. & Shed 11300
Boats & Launches 2 350
100' G.L. & Home & 20600
Garage
Pepperville Place 7500
Lot s, S2HL & Cott. 11600
King St.
10' Carr Ld. HL, 5800
Marina & Home Place
Veteran
Home Place & Barn 11590




Mobile Home on 5750
Rockwell Prop.
Widow of Veteran
Lot 38 & Part Lot 39
Sec. l&Cp. lOO'HL




Home Place & Gar.
18' HL Back Lot
Ld. E. of Shedd Hill Rd.405
Lot 3
Veteran
Lot 1 , Dev. K&Camp
IP, 100' IP
Veteran
Lot 10, & Cott. GL
Mary Kingsbury Ld.




75' G.L. & Cottage








NAME Decription and Value of
Real and Personal Estate
Resi- Total Total
dent Acres Value Tax
Johnston, Richard W. &
Dorothy E.
Joslin, Deanna
Kennedy, Bruce A. & .
Gale W.
Kennedy Gale, W.
Ketonen, Wesley A. &
Miriam






Kopreski , Michael &
Marion
Kopreski , Marion
Kravarik, George R. &
Dorothy R.
Kraverik, Dorothy






Laurier, Carl & Susanna
Laurier, Susanna
Lawron, Harry G. &
Elizabeth
Lehman, Mary
Lighttody, John Sr. &
Phyllis C.
Lightbody, Phyllis C.














Mears, Fred H. B. &
Lara
Menter, Don J. & Pauline
Mentor, Pauline
Lot 12 & Cott. Priest 15100
Ld. GL 80' on Brook
Watkins Cott & Land 9000
Veteran
Lot 10 & Cott. HL 11000
Harper & Whitney
58' HL, Anderson Ld. 36460
& Bldgs.
Lot 5, Cott & Shed 6620
Gray Assoc. Sub-Div.
200' HL, Lot 3, Home 17800
PI Merriwoode
Home PI . & Shed 9500
80' GL Lot 4 & Cott. 18200





Lot 3 & Log Cabin
RESIDENT VALUATION
NAME Description and Value of
Real & Personal Estate
Resi- Total Total
Dent Acres Value Tax
Merchant, Ronald
Merchant, Sandra






Murphy, Edward J. Jr.
& Bergin, Robert
McCall, Kenneth F. &
Lillian J.
McClure, Helen B.




Norwood, Edwin F. &
Gladys B.
Norwood, Linda















Power, Harry R. 8i
Beverly A
Power, Beverly A.
Quist, Oliver P. 8
Muriel M.
Home Place Mill.Vill. 9800
Cottage 8. 100' DB 8200




NAME Description and Value of



























Name Description and Value of










































Albert, Edward C. &
Barbara
Alderman, Francis J. &
Elizabeth L.
Aldrich, Mrs. Thomas B.
All Acres, Developers &
Bldrs. Inc.
Alland, Sturart E.
Allen, Lyman N. &
Enola C.
Allen, Quincy L. &
Annie L.
Anderson, Bertha H Heirs
Anderson, Edward M.
Anderson, Eric E.
Anderson, John A. &
Claire B.
Anderson, Robert G. &
Julia M.
Anderson, William J. i
Margaret R.
Amlarstram, Stella M.
April e Anthony, J. &
Madeline




Ashmum, Crawford A. &
Mary C.
Askey, Robert & Alice
Atessi , David J.
Athern, Ruch C. &
Chandler, Charles
Attridge, J. Milton




Baker, Donald D. &
Catherine
21900Lot 1, Dev. E. &
Bldg., IP
150' CP & Cott.




100' Beach, Carr LD. 3000
















Shedd Ld. & Cottage 5000 h
Lot 4, B2, Ul , NHLS 600





Lot 270, Sheet 16
191' HL Lot 25 &
Part Lot 24
100' HL & Cott.
Anderson Ld. Trlr
& Cottage
Whitney Ld. King St. 2000 4
Lot 2, & Cott. 962' 12600
LSU, HL
Lot 226, P6S Rev. 1800
HLS 50'
Lot 5, BIUINHLS 600 2/3
Holmes Ld. , Cottage 7400 "s
Shed








Lots 30, 31 , 32,
&Sec. 3 B4, King St.
Chickering Land
Marlow Line
Lots, 17, 18, 114,
115, PIS, HLS




Lot 9, Range 2
Anderson Ld. & Cott.
Hanifin Ld. & Cot- 1
tages Dodge Ld. Lot
28, R2 & 3
200' HL & Log Cabin
Shed, Lots 6 &7
Freedman Dev.
250' HL "A" Frame
Lots 26, 27, Seel



















Ballou, Gary F. Duane G.&
Jason E.
Bangs, Paul F. & Beverly





Bates, James L. &
Elizabeth A.
Bayer, Lee R. & Carol J




Beaudoin, David L. &
Annette M.
Beckley, Jessie I
Beckwith, Ralph V &
Harriet, J.
Besso, Michael & Rita
Behrens, John W. & JoanA.
Bell , James M. & Grace L.
Belowski , Adam J . &
Beverly
Bell , James M.&Grace L.
Bergeron, Leon J. & Mary v.
Bender, Alice & Wood,
Daniel A.
Benedict, Roberta M^.
Bennett, Floyd H. Sr. &
Floyd, H. Jr.





Bernier, Richard Sr. &
Pauline
Bernier, Robert
Berube, Adelard & Jeanne
Bethel , Bonnie P.
Bethel , John E.
Bettey, JosephA.&Ann B.
Lot 3 & Cott Dev. I 9700
loo' IP
Boats & Launches 2
72' HL. & Cott
Lot 5, E. Side
Int. of King St. &
East Rd.
140' HL, & Buena
Vista Cottage






Lot 10, B4, Ul ,NHLS 600
Lots 14, 15, B4, Ul 1200 h
NHLS
74' IP & Camp 7500
Wellman Sugar Lot 780 26
100' D.B. & Cottage 6000
Lots 267, Sheet 17 2000
HLD
Lot 3, & Bldgs LSU 12600
100' H.L.
Lot 11, B5, U2, NHLS 600
Back Lot
Lots 14, 15 B5,U3 & 3600
Camp NHLS
Lot 28, Sheet 7, HLD 2000
Lot 29, Sheet 4 & 5000
Bldg. HLD, Back Lot
Lot 16, Range 13 1200 40
Heath Land 2400 80
Jerome Messinger Land 3000 100
Lot 16 & Chalet 9100
(Lightbody)
h Lot 11 & Cottage 8400
Priest Ld., GL
Lots 17, 18 Sec. 2 4000 2
B3, HL, Jen.
Lot 1, B2, Ul & Camp 4200
NHLS-Lot 2,B2,U1 ,NHLS 600
Whitney Ld. Lot 57 2000 1\
Near HL Back Lot
Lot l,B2UlSCmp NHLS 4200
400' CP & Cottage 23400
Lot 250, Sheet 14,
HLD, Back Lot
Hadley & Woolsey Lot
Back Lot
Lot 4 & Camp 100' CP
Lot 53, PLS, HLS &
Camp 65' HL
Lots 5A, 8,7, Dev. I
Cott. 21' IP
Lot 32, Seel & "A: 1
Camp, 113' HL
,
100' HL & Cottage
Lot 11 , & Camp IP
Murdough Land
Lots 90 & 91 , P2S
HLS, Back Lots




Lot 3, Dev. E263'IP
Lot 4, Dev.E.416.3 IP
Lot 14&Cott.l00'HL
Lot 44, Whitney Ld.
















































NAME Description and Value Acres VaTu^ tax
3000





Bryfonski , William L.
Buchan T. Edward &
Kurpeski , Ann L.
Buivydas, Danis & Aldona
Bureau, Napoleon
Burgess, Arthur E. &
Irene M.
Burgess, Thomas W. &
Margaret
Burkhardt, William E. &
Margaret
Burkhardt, William A. &
Marie
Burt, Charles R.
Bush, Raymond, SBertha G.
Butterfield, Robert M.&
Bilodeau, Donald F.
Cadwell, Grace H. Heirs
Cahalane, Rita
Cahill , George F. Jr.
Cahill , Frances
Callahan, Richa rd P.




Campagna Joseph St. &
Jeanne A.
Campbel 1 , Earl D.
Campbell , Finley &
Beatrice
Carey, Austin C. &
Carmen P.
Carlisle, Alfred & Gloria
Carlotta, John L. &
Cathleen M
Carlson, Richard
Land S Cenp, Rt 123 6800
Lots 72, 73,74,75, 10200
78A Near HL & Steel Bldg.
Lot 282, Mobile Home 12500
Sheet 13
Lot 56, Whitney Ld 1800
Near HL , Back Lot
Lot 11 , B7,Us, NHLS 500
Back Lot
125' HL & Cottage 12200
Lot 130 P2S, HLS 1800
Back Lot
Lot 5, PLS, HLS & 9200
50' HL
Lot 1, Bldg.&Shed 5500
Back Lot. FergusonLd.
Lots, 209,210, P2S, 9000
Rev. & Camp HLS,10U'HL
Lot 3 & Barn 130' HL 5280
Lot 3A & Bldg. 170' 11120
HL, Boats& Launches, 3 4260
Cottage & Holmes Ld









Lot 8, Range 7
Lots 9,10 -Range 7
Lot 8, Range 9
Lot 9, Range 8
Lot 8, Range 8





Robb Moore on pasture 500
Cottage, Anderson Ld 7800
Back Lot
50' G.& Bldg.








































































NAME Description and Value Acres Value Tax
Carney, Martin L. & Mary Lots 37,38, Pis & 10490 10490 167.84
108' HL, HLS
Garney, Martin L. Lot 19, PIS, HLS 1800 1800 28.80









Conway, Richard & Shirley
Cook, John W.& Vera M.
Cooke, Muriel K
Corbin, David
Cararito, Arthur D. &
Mary Ann








Cote, Louis & Anita
Cayne, Elizabeth
(Mrs. David)
Creamer, Howard B. &
V i rg i n i a A
.













David Edward J. & Dorothy
Davidson, John & Joan
Lot 217, P6S, HLS &

Name Description and Value
Total Total
Acres Value Tax
Dube, Ronald R. &
Joyce A.
Dubeau, Harold C. &
Roberta
Dubois, Eugene S. &
Joan A.
Duffy, Leo H & Thomas C.
Dugan, Norbert L.& Doris L
Duplissie, Harriet &
Clarence
Durand, Edward D. &
Doris A.
Dussault, Marion J. &
Arthur A.
Duval , Charles
Eades, Dr. George R.








Elliott, Robert C. &
Lawens, Samuel L.
Emmes, Gerald R.
Erler, Joel F. & Mareen
Estes, Richard
Evans, Louis W
Ewing, James D.& Ruth D.
Fadden , Richard
Fairfield, Alfred C. &
Louise R.
Farley, Ann Marie
Farmer, Vernon V. &
Dolores A.
Farrell , George & Ena
Faulkner, H. Kimball
Faulkner, Dr. James M.
Lots 112, 113, P3S 5600
HLS, Camp
Lot 109, Sheet 6, HLD 8000
Cedar Cabin & Shed
Lot 20 & Camp, Mur- 6100
dough Dev. 167' Swamp
Land & Bldg. Near
Stevens Cemetery 5000
Colby Pasture 810
Wilson Land E.of Rt 9 1800
3 rm Camp onShedd Ld. 6800
Shed, Back Lot
Lot 3, BlUl NHLS 600
Lot 5 & Cott. GL 26400
250' GL & Cott. 35100




Land & Cottage 9300
Sheldon Land 1200
Lot 6 & Camp, Murdough 8200
Dev. 265' Swamp
Lots 1 &2 Dooley Ld. 2000
Lots 9,10,B6,U1, NHLS 1200
Land on DB & Camp
170' Frontage 3540
Harper & Whitney Dev. 2880
Lot 1 , 80' HL
Lots 9,11 ,12,13,14 5000
Back Lots
Wellman Intervals 750
105' HL Lot 32, PIS 8600
& Cott. HLS
Part of Dunn Land 2250
Robbs Res. Rt 123
320' HL, Barker Cott. 17020
& Lot
325' GL & Bldgs 53500
Piper Land & Camp 6800
near IP, Back Lot
Wellman Land 3990
Lot 12A S Camp CarrLd.6800
HL, Back Lot
Lot 12 B, Carr Ld. HL 1200
Lot 78, P2S,HLS 1200
Back Lot
66' HL, Lot 61 2376
66' HL, Lot 62,&"A"Fr.8376
camp, E. Side HL
2 cottages on Andorra
Forest 15000
Jefts Land & Bldgs. 17000
Spaulding Place 35000
Sugar Bush & House 3000
Camp Cottage 50000
Pratt Place 17000
Nims Land & Barn 5000
Parker Place 38000



















































Gagnon, Josephine & Arlene
Gadwah, Norman W. & Qarice
Gagnon, Paul , M. & Doris Y.
Galey, Anne K.
Gallerani , Lelie, L. &
Barbara P.
Galloway , Jeanne M.A.
Ganley, John F. Jr. &
Mary M.







Gebhardt, Richard L. &
Marion H.
Gendran, Janet
Getty, Earl E.&Vivian L.
Gibbs, Kenneth N. &
Mona M.
Gibson, George W.
Giguerre, Mrs. Cecile M.
Gilbert, Catherine C.
Gilbert, Dorothy, E.
Gilchrist, Philip W. Jr.
Gillespie, William B. &
Mary H.
Girouard, Lawrence A. Jr.
SClaire A.
Glance, Theophil & Mary
Glassett,, Alice E.
Glassett, Walter H.
Glazier, Dimock B. &
Mabel P.
Glebus, Joseph J&Mary L.
Goldberg, Wi 1 1 iam M
Goodale, Robert C. &
Sally A.
Goodspeed, Lynmore S. &
Tvose M.
Goodwin, Clifton E. &
Doris
Goulet, Leopold & Pauline
Grady &Hiltz
Granite Lake Assoc.
Camp on Lightbody Ld. 360
Lot 13 & Part Lot 14 14100
& Camp GL
Lots lla&llB, Land & 13200
Home, Carr Ld, HL
Reed Ld, & Camp, IP 13000 h
Back Lot
Chickering Land 3750 117
100' Damon Ld.&Bldg 4700
& Back Lot
42' Highland Lake 1500 2
Harriet Eaton Porperty 5600 V-i
Lot 4, B5,U2, NHLS 600
Back Lot
Nye Land Rte 9 2000 10
Lots 61 & 64, JLN 32QQ
Trailer on Hilda Brown
Land 1500
Lot 4, & Cott. 700'HL 19400 3/4
O'Neil Land 3240 108
Land & Bldgs.MILL. Vi 1 . 5600
i Lot 11 , & Camp 10600
Priest Land, GL,Back
100' HL, Lot 3 & Camp 11100
Scott & Stevens
Land near Lot 3 900
Lot B6, Jen, HL 1800
Back Lot
Lot on Holmes Land & 12000
Bldgs. IP, Back Lot




Lots 68, 69, PIS, HLS 11760
160' HL & Camp
Lot 73, S3,B2,HL,Jen 2000
Land Stoddard/MarlowLn.2280 76.1
Lot 6, Bl.Ul ,NHLS 600
Back Lot
C.W. Holt Land offRt9 1800 1
Lot 17, 83, Ul , NHLS 600
100' HL, Lot 8& Camp 6000
LSU
Lot 10/ B4, U3, NHLS 600
Back Lot
Lot 32, Whitney Land 1800 2
Back lot
Lot 51 , Whitney Land 2000
near HL
Lot 1 , Dev. J, IP 1800
50' GL, SCottage & 15900
Back Lot
300 'CP & Cottage 19800
115'IP, Lot 6Dev. C 10140
& Cottage
Lot 6, B5, U2,NHLS 600
lOO'HL & Cottage 10200
lOO'HL, LotUCamp LSU 8600
Lots 4&5,B4,U2, NHLS 1200
Back Lots












































Fisher, Herman & E. M.
Fisher, Robert W.
Fitzpatrick, Joseph J.
Flaherty, Francis E. &
Evelyn R.









Forehand, Janet D. &
Stephen D.
Forman, Mary
Forrest, Gerald R. &
Phyllis B.
Forsbald, Priscilla W.
Forsman, Carl T. Sr.
(Trustee)
Fcrster, Walter
Forster, Walter G. &
Frances & Walter T.





French, John W. &Eleanor
Frost, Chester E.
Ful ler , Barry & Joyce
Ful 1 ing, Lester F. &
Rose M.
Cottage & Barn on 24000
Andorra Land
Lot 281 , P6S, HLS 1800
Back Lot





Lot 92, Sheet 8, HLD
& Bldg.
Lot 1 , U4,B2, NHLS




Dodge Land & Shed
Taylor & Green Land
Part of Town Farm
Part of Dunn Land,
Rte 9
Lot 8, Range 15&16
Lot 35, Sheet 3, HLD
Lot 53, Sec 1 , 103'
HL, JLN
Lot 17 & Cott. lO'IP
Murdough Dev.





Lot 9, & Cott.
Priest Ld, GL
100' HL & Cottage
Lot 6, Dev. J. IP
Back Lot
Lot D & Chalet, Eva
Lane (Freedman)




Lot 20 Whitney Ld 1800
Lot 11 ,Sec 2 Light- 2000
body- Back Lot
'i Lot 197, & Bldg. 6000
24' HL
Lot. 199 70' HL 2520
Lot. 198 50' HL "^800
Lot 219, HLD,BackLt 2000
Lot 220 Sheet 11 ,HLD 2000
Back Lot
Lot 42, PIS, 50' HL 1800
Lot 42A, P1S& Cott. 9540
65' HL
320' Gl, Lot & Cott. 40800
Home Place 510' HL 46720
Parcels 3 & 14,70'HL 9720
Cynthia Jones Land 1500
Lot 52, & Camp, Whit-
ney Ld,Back Lot 4400
Holmes Place Rt 123 7200
Halliwell Land & Camp7100
Lots 56, 57, PIS & Camp7240
HLS, 90' HL
Lot 107, P3S, HLS,
Back Lot 2000



















Gravel , Leo S.
Graves, Donald & Janet L
Gray, John T.
Green, Colman S. &
Florence A.
Green, Donald C. &
Jean R.
Green, D. S.&S.J.Heirs








Griesbach, Edgar H. &
Judith A.




Land & Camp 5600
65' HL, Lot 54, & Camp 6000
PIS, HLS
Lot 2 Duncans 2010
Lot 3 Blood Land 2220
Lot 4 2160
Lot 8 2220
45' HL, Lot 234, P6S 1620
Rev. HLS
48' HL, Lot 10 & Camp 9800
LSU, and Shed
100' Lot 9, LSU 3600
Damon Pasture W.SideGL 1200
Coffin Land 750
90' HL, Rice Land S
Cottage 8640
150' PC a Cottage 4700
500' Pickerel Creek 9000
Lot 8, Sheet, HLD Back 2000
Corey Land 1800
100' HL, Lot 6, & Camp
LSU 16800
100' Lot 22 Richard-
son Land 3600
Lot Murdough Land 1800
Lot 39, & Camp
Whitney Land 6000
Lot 1, Sheet 2, HLD 2000
50' HL, Lot 202,&Camp 7400
P4S, HLS
Lot 36, & Trailer 5400 3
Whitney Ld, Back Lot
10' Lot Granite Lake









Harris, David & Merle
Harris , Franklin J. &
Mildred M.
Harris, John & Margaret
Harris, Marshall D.
Hastings, Charlotte
Hatch, James M. & Marie T,
Hathorn, Helen A.
Haven, Rand R.
Haven, Whitney, Baker &
Hawk
Hawes, Forrest & Dorothy




Healey, Nicholas Jr., Jr.








Hills, Walter C. Estate
Hilton, Kenneth Jr. &
O'Hara, Edna
Hoagland, John L.&Gail E.
Hodgdon, R. E. Trust
Holmes, Constance M.
Holmes, Emma L.
Homfeld, George J. &
Gloria G.
1400
100' GL & Cottage
Moore, Shed, Hall well
Land
FolTansbee Land
330' HL, Lot 13& Cott.
& Shed, Whitney Ld.
h Lot & Camp IP
Back Lot
Lot 8 & Camp HLA
off Shedd Hill Rd.
Jennings Land & Camp
& Shed, Back Lot
85' HL & Cott. CarrLd.
Back Lot
ij Camp & Lot IP
Back Lot
200' HL, Lots 21&22 &
Shed
Lot 8, SI Carr Ld
1150' CP, AbelAdamsLd
Lot 25& Camp Whitney
Ld, Back Lot
20' HL'Little Beach on
on the Brook:
Whitney Land"Wel ILot"
350' HL, Ryan Cott.
ShedS. 200' HL
Green Land, Rte 9
70' HL, Lot 4, & Camp 13020
E. Side





Lot 7, B7,U2 NHLS
Lot 7,B3,U2, NHLS
35' GL, Cottage & Lot 10950
125' HL, Lots 2&5A 4800 5
25200
10550








Jones, Harry L, Jr. &
Lillian E.
Joslin, Doris M.




Katz, Bernard & Ruth
Katz, Elliott & Andrienne
Kaufman V. Adm. Robert Y.
& Lucille W










Kerber, Paul F. &
Evelyn E.




Ketcham, Bruce, & Dorothy
Keys, Clyde & June C.
Kidess, Attallale A. &
Helen B.
Kiesseling, Edward P. &
Elissa M.
Kiley, Catherine H.
Kimball, Stanley, & Myrna











'2 Lot A & Cott.
GL, Priest Land
25' HL, h Lot 1&
Camp PIS, HLS
250' Island in HL
Cottages
Lot 146, Sheet 15 HLD
Back Lot
146' IP, Lot 4, Dev.L 11260
& Cottages
Lot 85C & Chalet SDC
Lot 21 & Camp HLS
Back Lot
100' HL, Lots 22,23
Lot 1,B3,U2,NHLS BckLt
195' HL Land & Bldg 1 .3
Lots 271, thru 274, P6S
HLS, Rev. Back Lots 7200
200' HI & Trailer, 14400
HLS, Lots 221-224, P6S
Lots 39&40,Sec. 3 Bl
Jen. HL, Back Lots 4000
Lots 4 & 5, B6 U2 1200
NHLS Back Lots
200' HL Camp & Shed 14400
Carr Land
Lot 351 , S2, B5, JLN 2000
Back Lot
Lot 13, Dev L. IP 1800
Bichnell Pasture 990 33.7
Part Town Farm 2640 88
Lot 1-18 & Cabin 2720 5
485' IP & 2 Bldg. 15700 2
Gould Lane
125' IP & Cottage 9300
Barnes Place & Houses 8000
LeRou PI, Bldgs.&Swamp30950 6.3
Daniel Fisher Land&Sw. 780 26.4
School House Lot & Sw. 1170 39.1
195' HLLots 33,34,51, 20520
100' Lot 120A&Lot 107,
120 6400 2.4
151 DB & Cottage 6800 1/3
186' HL, Lot 31 , S. 24100 h
& Camp
130' HL, Lots 194 & 9680
195, P4S, & Camp HLS
100' HL, Lot 18 & Cott. 9000
Cr.rr Land
50' HL, Lot 64, & Cott. 6800
265' IP, Lot6, Bldgs. 5000
Murdough Land
113' HL, Lot 1 & Camp 16060
HLA
Lot 95, Sheet 8, HLD 2000 2.1
Back Lot
430' GL & Cottage 49700
Tennis Court 8000
135' Granite Lake 9675
210' GL, Mclntire Ld 21100 74 3/4
1025' CP, Richardsn Ld 8200 12






































Hoskins, Harold H. &
Marion M.
Houghton, Jerome & S.A.
Howard, Lauren R. &
Pauline R.
Howell , James E. & Hilda
Howe, Philip
Hoyt, Henry
Huber, Dennis & Judith
Huhtals, Richard & Ellen
Hulslander, Robert J.&
Barbara A.
Hutton, Richard S. &
Jean B.
Hutton & Krasinski
Hyde, Charles E. Sr. &
Clara M.

















Jernberg, Ralph I &
Ralph, I & Joyce C
Jerome, Richard W. Jr.
Johnson, D. A.
Johnson, Donald R.&Joan F
Johnson, Francis D. &
Gwendolyn
Johnson, Glendon
Johnson, John P. Etals
Johnson, Lt. Mark. R &
Patricia A.
Johnson, Lester M. Heirs
65' GL, Lot 14,&Cott. 14700
& Shed
175' IP, Dev. F 6300
Unfinished Camp, 8000
J. ReedLand,Back Lot
121' IP, Lot 5, Dev D. 10950
& Cottage
100' DB Land & Camp 5400
Howard Place 450
Land N. of Old ArtrimRd 300
Lots 1&2, B5,U1,NHLS 1200
Lot 9, Dev. L & Cott. 6600
IP, BackLot
Farley, Land 300
Land off Rt 9 90
Whitney Ld,& Camp 6800
Whitney Ld(Spring Rts) 1800
15' IP, Cott.&Reed Ld. 8940
$14700 $235.20
1/3
100' HL, Lot 8 Carr Ld.3600 h
100' HL, Lot 7 &
Cott. Carr Ld.
"The Island"
Lot 104, Sheet 5 SDC
Lot 15,&Cott.GL,
Land
Lots 231&232, P6S &
Camp, HLS, 100' HL
Lots 8 &9 & Cott. GL
"Covewood" ,Back Lots
Lot 209, Sheet 15, HL
Back Lot
100' HL, Lot 47, Seel
JLN
100' HL & Cott.CarrLd
Lots 23,24, 100' HL
200' HL & Camp
Lots 21, 22
Lot 88, P2S, HLS
Back Lots





90' HL, Lot 27
275' HL, Cutter Ld,
& Bldgs. & Cottages
100' HL Landing
100' IP Dev B.
Camp & Shed
Jj Lot 1 , PIS, HLS
Lot 94, P2S, HLS












































































































Name Description and Value
Total
Acres Value
Kirber, Herbert P. &
Maria M.








Knode, Oliver M. 3rd
Knowlton, Beatrice




Krutt, Richard L. &
Susan R.
Kumpa, Walter R. &
Marjorie J.









Lamy, Maurice & Jane
Lancey, Edward A. &
Mabel L.
Lang, John M. & Rita
Langille, Edward D. &
Hazel T.





LaVoie Mrs. Roland B
Ledwith, Roswell B. &
Dorothy E.
Lehtinen, Edward & Mary
200' HL & House 28200 5 3/4 29400
Land E. of Shedd Hill 1200 28
Rd.




120' HL, Lot 7A Camp 11820
& Garage, Carr Ld.
Back Lot A &Camp, HL 20000
100' HL & Bath House 4100





Bldg. Kravarik Lot 19 3000
Lot 316,B5,S2,Jen 2000
Lot 30, Sheet 4,BckLts 2000
Lot 25A, Sheet 7 2000
Lots 5A,5B,6B& Camp 11000
340' PC, Carr Ld.
Boats & Launches 2
Lot 6, HLA
50' HL Lot 100, P2S &
Lot 55, HLS & Camp
150' HL, Lots 58,59,
HLS
123' IP, Lot 2, (Bull)
Pratt Cottage & Ld
IP, Back Lot
Lot 5, B5, U1,NHLS & 3000
Cottage
Reservoir&Power House
Woodland & Allen Camp ;
Goodnow & Hubbard Ld.&
Cottage
Lot 18, B4,U1 ,NHLS
Back Lot
Lot 242, HLD, BackLt
100' HL, Lot 211 ,212,
& Camp, HLS
Lots 311 ,312,313,314,
P4S, HLS, Back Lots
450' IP, & Cottage
100' HL, Lots 242,243
& Camp, HLS
200' IP, Lot 2, Dev. I
& Cottage
100' HL, Lots 200,201
& Cott, P4S, HLS
Homes Place off Shedd
Hill Rd.
Lot W.Side Shedd HL Rd
800' HL, Parcel 5
Fred Jennings Pl-32'HL
Green Land & Cott.
Back Lot
Land & Bldg. GL , Lotl 8400
Priest Ld. Back Lot
Whitney Land
1/3 O'Neill Land
60' HL, Lot 34 8. Cott
PIS, HLS

































Maillet, Charles J. &
Marilyn E.
Mammone, Vincent Etals
Mann, Arthur J. & Pearl V.
Marcinuk, Adam & Rose
Marshlian, Zohrab B
Margonia, Michael & Marie
Marmorek, Eric
Marrads Timber Co.
& T. V. Williams
Marshall, Helen A.
Martin, Joseph E. &
Rosemary F.
Martin, Joseph E. , Jr.&
Janet F.
Martin, Robert L.
Martland, Wallace & Shiela
Mason, Robert W. &
Barbara J.
Matson, William N. &
Margaret M.
May, Ruth A.
Mazzella, Andrew S. &
Nancy P.
Mears, Fred H.B.Jr. &
Violet




MePish, Eugene & Nancy
Mercer, Jack B & Olive
Merrill, Jack & Shirley
Merriwoode Village Inc.









Lot 15 & Camp, Mur-
Dev. IP, Back Lot
Lots 1,& 36, B6 Ul NHLS 1200
Lot 9, Sheet 4, HLD& 17000
Cottage, Back Lot
Lots, 1&2, B7, U2 NHLS 1200
Back Lots
120' D.B.& Camp




Lot 259, Sheet 17,HLD 2000
Jennings Land, near 1000
Library
Lot 12, 84, Ul, NHLS 600
Dodge Land & Log Cabin 8450
Land E. of HL 30300
Lot 225, P6S 50'HL 1800
Lot 501, P7S, 50' HL 1800
Lots 802, 803, P14,200'HL 7200
Lot 805, P14,385' HL 6930
Holmes Lot & Cottage 6500
50' HL, Lot 220, P6S 1800
Lots 267,268,269,270 7200
P6S Rev. HLS, Back Lots
50' HL, Lot 219, P6S 1800
HLS
154' HL, Lot 20, Part 11500
Lot 21 , & Camp



































112' HL, Lot 2 & Camp








O'Malley, Carolin V. &
Robert M.
O'Neil , Anthony J. &
Mary V.




Ormond, Jeremiah J. &
Bridget C.
Orson, Dennis K. &
Sandra D.
Osborn, John F. Jr. &
Cathleen C.
Oscarson, Bertil C. &
Harriet B
Osgood, Emily E.




Pal in, Wilfred J. &
Betty M.
Panella, Francis J. &
Alice A
Patina, Rosario





Parrot, Ted & Pamela
Paton, Harold F.
Paulson, Donna R.
Pearson, Harry & M.
Peffers, William F. &
Laurette H
Peueault, A. W. Estate
Perron, Robert F. &
Suzanne F.
Perry, E Ronald
Perry, Walter D. &
Elizabeth R.
Pessin, Joseph & Rose





Phal'-- . Rnh<=rt W. &
Lots 275,276,277, 278 7200
P6S, Rev. HLS.
Back Lots
Reed Land & Cott. IP 8000
150' Island Pond 5400
50' HL, Lot 10, PIS 1800
HLS
Lot lOD, Carr Ld, HL 1800
Back Lot
Lot 314, S2, B5, HL 1800
Jen, Back Lot
Lot 112, Sheet 6 HLD 2000
50; HL& Cott. Mi llVi 1.6800
Lot S2 & Camp, Jen 8000
King St.
Lots 252&253, Sheet 4000
16, HLD






130' IP, Lot 3 DevM
Price
Osgood PI & Bldgs
138' IP, Lot 6, Dev.
D & Camp
Whitney Ld. King St.
120' Dead Brook
50' HL, Lot 26 PIS,
HLS & Camp
Part of Wilson Ld &
Trai ler
Lot 2, & Bldgs, And-
erson Lot, Back Lot
Lot 15, B7, 112 NHLS
Back Lot
100'HL,Lot801,P4S HLS 3600
Lot 14, & Chalet 11500
(Lightbody)
Lot 16, & Camp IP 7850
156' Swamp, Murd.Dev.
422' IP, Lot 3, Bull Ld 5330
Lot 12, Dev J, IP 1800
Back Lot
Lot 15, S3&Camp HL 10700
Jen. Back Lot
100' HL, Lot 9 & Cmp 11100
Carr Land
50' HL, Lot 218, P6S 10000
HLS & Home
50' HL, Lot 63, PIS 9200
HLS & Cott.
50' HL, Lot 43, PIS 7400
HLS & C amp
5/12 Dodqe Land S Cmp 1730
Lot 85, Shhe 3 HLD & 11600
Cott. Back Lot





100' HL,Lot5 & Camp
Freedman Dev.
1/3 Whipple Land
95' HL,Lot 3, & Prt
Lot n , & Cott. PC
100' HL, Lot4, Camp
& Bldg. Freedman Dev




















Rasi , Tauno & Florence K
Raudonia, A. J. Estate
Raudonia, Christopher A.
Reed, George E. Heirs
Reed, Raymond E.
Reed, Wilmer C. Heirs
Redman, C. Dana &
Carolyn G.
Reekstin, William F. &
Gertrude R. & Marleen
Reilly, Lucille
Reinap, Harry, Doris A.
Reininger, Geroge W. &
Mary M.
Remillard, Francis, P. &
Heather A.
Renzi , Julio R. &
Jeanne C.
Rhoades, Hollis G. &
Evelyn
Rhodes, Harlan D. &
Roberta B.
Ricci , Ruth B.
Riceoppe, Lawrence F.
Ringland, Vera M
Rioux, William J. & Grace





Roach, J.E.& E. C.
Robbins Hamlin M. &
Doris H.
Roberts, Peter R. & MaryC.
Roberts, Emma M.
Robertson, Maj .Peter&Lois
Robidoux, Gerlad A. &
Arlene F.
Robillard, Emilien & Doris
Robinson, Leo F. &
Gladys M.




Rohloff, Arthur & Inez
Ronan, John & Arlene
265' IP, Lot 9 & Cot.
94' IP, Lot 10
Lots 13 & 14, Dev.A.
IP, Back Lots.
85' GL & Cottage
100' ML, Cott & Shed
Part Colby Pasture,
Camp& other land
Land & C anp-Nelson/
Stoddard Line
Woodland
Hope Land & Trl .Rt9
Home Place
H. W. Reed Land
R. J. Brown Land
Lots 2A, 2B & CampHL
Back Lots, S3, Jen


















Lotsl3&14 Bl ,U3,NHLS 1200
Lots 19&20,S2,B3,Jen. 2000
HL
100' IP, Lot 2, Dev.B 3600




Whitney Land, King St. 2400
156' GL & Cottage
Lot 17A,B1 ,S3,HL Jen
Back Lot
Schaltz Land, & Trl
Lot 6 & Cott. GL.
Covewood Back Lot
Boats & Launches 1
557' GL & Cottage
Part of James Land























200' HL, Lots 1&2
Jen. & Cot.
50' HL, Lot 13, PIS
HLS, & Cott.
150' HL, Lots lOB&n
LSU, & Cottage
Hold Land McClure Cor
Lots 20&21,B5,U1 ,NHLS
Wadwell Pasture
Lot 8, Range 15
'2 Lot 2, & Cott
Priest Land
Lot 22, Sheet 7
Back Lot
Lot 1 , S2, Carr Land
(Lightbody)
65' HL, Griffin Cott
Friend Cottage
93' HL, Lots 1&2,&
Camp, West Side
50' HL Rice Ld. & Camp 5000











































































Rowehl , Edwin F. &
Virginia
Rowell , C. A. & E. R.
Ray, Roger G.
Royea, Theodore E. &
Mary B.
Rumrill , Rodney, R.
Russ, Alfred M. &
Frances M.




Saitas , Alexander J. &
Salas, Heriberto & Tomasa
Sanders, Helen W.
Santonoceto, Philip F.




Sargent, Wesley, A. &
Veronica G.
Sawyer, Geraldine S. &
Spoor, Lucinda Gray
Schellens, Edward J. &
Theresa A.
Scherer, Walton S. 8.
Marjorie M.
Schillemat, Edward R.
Jr. & Harriet A.
Schwartz, Sol & Gertrude
Seabury, B. Virginia
Seaman, Robert F. &
Kathryn D.
Selines, Felix E. S
Natalie B.
Semsel , Mary E.
Setzer, Wilfred A. &
Caro'e E.
Severance, Alfred T. &
Edwards, Orville A.
Severance, M. Renwick
Shank, Curtis C. &
Theresa






160' HL -Stetson Land& 11760
Camp '
32' GL& Camp 10080
273'IP, Lot 1 , Dev. B





Sheppard, G. W.&Effie G.
Shurtleff, Sharon W.
Siege! , Jeff R. & Eileen
Silk, Emma & John W. Jr.
Silveria, Herbert&Elsie F.
Silvia, Anthony
Si ma Drilling Co.




Sirais, John & Lucia
Sisk, Michael D. &
Virginia A.
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Slavik, Frank&Evelyn
S mal 1 , Abraham & Alice
Small James G. &
Patricia A.
Smith, David L.&Frances G.
Smith, Henry
Smith, Wilfred A.
Smock, Robert & Dorothy
Snyder, Donald H.
Snyder, J. I.& Gladys
Sousa, Alfred J.&Marion A.
Spadaro, Anthony &
Annette
Spagnuola, P.& A. A.
Spakoweski , George & Jane
Spallone, John W. &
Celeste G.
Spencer, Raymond M. Jr.
Spooner, George &
Geraldine
Spring, Harold A. &
Doris F.
Spruceland Corp
Staats, Albert J. & Lisa
St. Amand, Camille E.
& Delia J.
Stebbins, Henry H.
Stebbins , Reginald R.
Steed, Beatrice M.
Steele, Leon & Carol J.
Stearn, Mazel D. &
Prunier, Kathleen P.
Stevens, George Estate
Stillings, William C. &
Rita B.
Stockman, Harold H. &
Marjery F.
405' HL & Camp 14700
100' PC Lot 9 & Cott. 10800
Lot 49, Sheet?, SDC& 14000
Camp w/cellar
Shedd Land W. of Rd. 1800
Lot 1 , B2,U2,NHLS 600
Richard Ld,&"A"Frame 9120
Back Lot
Lot 13C, Carr Land 1800
54' HL, Lot 39, PIS 11000
HLS, Camp & Bldg.
Lot 7, & Cott. IP 5600
Murdough Dev.
Back Lot
180' HL Damen Land & 9080
Camp & Trl
.
100' DB, Lot & Camp










Stone, Frederick G. &
Maude M.
Stoye, Joseph & Patricia
Stron, Allie B.








Swart, Henk, & Thainy
Swett, Parley, E. Heirs
Syrjala, Arthur K. &
Ruth .
Szczurko, Daniel J. &
Marguerite
Szumaski, Joseph T.&FayL.
Taylor, Timothy H. &
Eugenia
Terril 1 , Whitman H. Jr.
& Eva S.
Thei c^s, Arthur G. &
Bessie G.
















Trainor, John P. & CaraG.
Treelyn Forest
Tri-Town Realty Co.
Troxell , Col . Raymond
A. & Claire M.
Truesdel 1 , Miriam C.
Tuepker, Mitchell R. «
Barbara J.
Tufano, Orlando J. &
Dorothy R.
Turner, Charles B. &
Carol E.
Turner, Michael L. &
Salvige
Tuthill , John & Nora
Tuttle, G. T. S N.G.
Twing, Elizabeth
Vallerie, Leroy, L.
Valerie, Leyoy L. &
Mt'rgaret F.
VanHorne, Gladys H.
VanMalden, John C. &
Carol S.
Vaughn, Edgar, Jr.
Vaughn, Edgar L. &
Kathryn M.
"etog, Edwin J. &
Elizabeth A.
VezeauRobert
Vezina, Roger L. &
Marie L.
92.9 HL. W. Side 3300
181' HL Lot 12, 13, 12480
& Camp
375' HL D Stacy Ld. 28500
& Camps
Anderson Land,
Lot 5, B2, UL, NHLS
Back Lot
250' HL Prentiss Cot
& Lot
Taylor Ld, Cmp, Rt 9
& Shed
100' IP, Lot 15, Dev
J. & Cottage
Boats & Launches 2
Lot 3, Range 4,5,6,





Lot 2, Range 6
Lots 3 &$, Range 14
Buffum Land
Harris Ld. Lot3, R13
Page Land
Varnum Pasture
Lot 5, Range 14
Lot 43, S3, Bl HLD
Back Lot
115' HL, Damon Ld. &
Camp
Lots 276A & 274,
Sheet SDC
50' HL, Lot 6, PIS
Lot 326, S2, B5, HL
Jen. Back Lot
Lot 13, Sheet3 HLD
Back Lot
Ricci Property
25' GL Land & Bthse
Lot 12, B4, U2, NHLS
Back Lot
Lot 13, Lands Camp
Jer>. Back Lot
Lot 20, Sheet2 HLD
Lot 21, Sheet 4, HLD
100' DB& Camp W.Side
& Shed
Lot 13B, HL. Carr Ld
Lot 14B & Camp HL
Carr Land
Lots 11 & 13, Carr Ld.2000
100' HL Lot 23A SCmp 10800
Lot 23, Carr Ld
Boats & Launches 1
Lot 84A, Sheet 3 &
Camp SDC Back Lot
100' IP, Lot 4, Dev.
I & Camp
Lots 157, 159, Sheet
9 & HLD Back Lots
Mobile Home
$44280 $ 708.48







Walker, Edwin M. Jr.
Norma
Walker, Norma V. &
Edwin M
Wallace, Ronald A. &
Virginia A.
Wal lace, Wil 1 iam N.
Walston, Raymond R. &
Donn^ M
Ward, Charles E. Jr. &
N. Theresa
Warne, William E. &
Barbara M.
Warren, Kathryn
Wasel , Robert & Joan
Washuta, John & Rosemary
Wass, Dorothy & Dr.
Phil more




Weekes, Elizabeth A. &
Jennifer L. & Julia A
Weems , Gerald L.&MarjorieM.
Weems, G.L.& M.M. &
Mack, William L. &
M. L.
Wegiel , M.S. & H. W.
Weinberg, Philip & Mary
Welch, Mrs. Edna F. &
Hopkins , Fred W.




100' HL, Lot 42,S1,&






Wheeler, John L. & Paula





White, Reginald A. &
Hazel L
White, Timothy & Chvatal
,
Joseph
White, Quentin & Rita
Whiting, Evans K. &
Cynthia G.
Whitney Beach Assoc.
Whitney, Donald A. &
Donald, Jr.
Whitney, H. E. Jr. & M.A.




Wichland, William J. Jr.
& Edna H
Wierenga, Bruce
Jilder, Alden E. &
Elizabeth
Wilder, Clinton J. & M.G.
M. G.
Wilder, Donald W.
Wi 1 liams , David T. &
Sandra L.
Williams, Jean L.




Wil listen, Hamlin L.
Elizabeth
Wilson, James D. &
Maryanna
Wilson, Henry Rodney





150' IP, Lot 2, Dev
& Camp
Lot 86,S3,HL, Jen
Lot 153, S3, HL, Jen
Mason Place
185' HL Damon Land
145' HL, Lots 1 , 5
Merriwoode
Grave Land
Lot 34, Sheet 2 HLD
45' Highland Lake
600' HL, Lot 504, P7S
Trlr, HLS & Camps
Lot 7, B5, U3, NHLS
300' HL, Sargent Ld.
& Camp
Lots 35, 55 750 25
Land near end UhitneyLd.1200
330
Wirkus, Rev. Paul A.
Wohlander, Roy A. &
Wood, Donald E. , Sr.
Woods, Donald L. & Tessie
D.& Dillant, Stuart
& Catherine
Woodbury, John H. 3rd &
Marion T.
Woodcock, James R. &
Corrinne M.
Woolsey, William W. Heirs











Young, Grover G. &
Joyce E.
Young, Russell A.
Zabel , Henry & Marion R.
Young, Sidney
Zani , John J. & Evelyn I
Zausner, Otto &
Elizabeth
Zinn, Frederick & Eva
Zuckerman, Bernard & Doris
Zuendt, Joan E. Carol M.
& Ted. T.
Zunser, Joseph & Gladys
NOTES
135
NOTES
136


